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ABSTRACT

At the Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics of the
Technische Universität Berlin, an annular cascade has been de-
veloped to investigate the behavior of three-dimensional flows
in a compressor stator cascade under the influence of a certain
pressure gain combustion process. The experimental investi-
gations presented herein, discuss the impact of an unsteady
outflow condition on the compressor stator flow being peri-
odically throttling by means of a two bladed throttling device
in the stator wake. This simulates the expected conditions for
a Pulsed Detonation Engine (PDE). The unsteady flow condi-
tions cause changes in the incidence angle at the leading edge
of the compressor stator blades. As a major consequence, sep-
aration on the suction side and in the hub region occur, caused
by a periodic event depending on the position of the throttling
device. Active Flow Control (AFC) is implemented by means
of pneumatic side wall actuation at the stator hub to affect the
aforementioned flow conditions. Various positions and blow-
ing angles of the actuation slot with respect to different mass
flow rates are investigated to analyze the impact of the AFC
on the suction sided corner vortex system. In addition to the
steady blowing of compressed air, pulsed blowing at differ-
ent frequencies and constant duty cycles is also evaluated with
regard to the corrected total pressure loss coefficient. Further-
more, Strouhal number variations are realized by changing the
frequency of the throttling device causing different flow char-
acteristics on the stator blades and thus influencing the effec-
tiveness of the AFC. Different actuator geometries and their
varying impact on the AFC of the corner vortex system are
analyzed using multi-colored oil flow visualization. Unsteady
conditions are investigated via phase-averaged pressure mea-
surements in the wake and on the suction side (SS) of the sta-

tor blades to visualize the unsteady flow characteristics for one
passage. Using a traversable stator blade, 24 positions for static
pressure measurements from the leading to the trailing edge are
used to visualize the complete pressure field on the SS from
hub to tip with over 1800 pressure values. AFC has a varying
impact on the throttling frequency and can improve the turning
of the stator blades for different Strouhal numbers, as can be
concluded from a rising static pressure. A change of the actu-
ator position and blowing angle causes a change to the radial
and axial dimension of the corner separation and secondary
flow structures on the SS. Moreover, these characteristics dif-
fer with the mass flow used for the actuation. The investiga-
tions under pulsed blowing conditions show a clear tendency
towards smaller frequencies to achieve a lower corrected total
pressure loss coefficient.

INTRODUCTION
As technology continues to evolve challenges have risen

within the area of gas turbine engineering, such as to increase
the efficiency of the whole system by simultaneously decreas-
ing the emissions. The economic pressure on the aviation in-
dustry is huge, especially in terms of technological achieve-
ments in order to reduce the specific fuel consumption (SFC),
greenhouse gas emissions and noise. An approach to improve
the energy efficiency of the gas turbine thermodynamic cycle
is to pass from a constant pressure combustion to a constant
volume combustion. The advantage is an additional pressure
rise in the combustor causing a beneficial gain in thermody-
namic cycle efficiency [1,2]. This approach may be used to ad-
vantageously reduce the amount of compressor stages. Thus,
benefits arise in terms of lower weight causing a reduced fuel
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burn for a required mission. A thermodynamic cycle utilizing
constant volume combustion is embodied in a so-called pulse
detonation engine (PDE). The periodic occurrence of shock
waves at the outlet and the blockage at the inlet of the combus-
tion tubes cause unsteady flow conditions upstream and down-
stream of the PDEs combustion section. The arising shock
waves produce an unsteady flow in the whole gas turbine en-
gine, of which the upstream traveling pressure waves have non-
negligible effects on the compressor. The result is a periodic
throttling downstream of the last compressor stage causing a
change in incidence angle to the stator and therefore unsteady
flow characteristics on the blades [3].

Various means of flow control to mitigate unsteady flow
phenomena are already investigated in multiple configuration
and methods regarding a whole gas turbine engine [4]. In
terms of compressor stability, control mechanisms can be di-
vided into two main categories: passive and active flow con-
trol (AFC). Passive flow control is mostly driven by a present
pressure gradient and does not need any additional energy.
For example investigations with vortex generators to enhance
the mixing between main flow and decelerated boundary layer
have been presented by [5]. AFC uses additional energy or
mass flow and is applied in different forms. Besides blow-
ing and sucking of mass flow, plasma actuators are an addi-
tional method to influence flow characteristics. Using electric
discharges at the side wall, energy is brought to the near-wall
fluid [6]. The method of boundary layer suction removes low
energy fluid on the blades SS or the side wall to counteract the
separation, having been investigated by [7] and [8].

AFC by means of blowing compressed air is used in this
work. AFC approaches using blowing have been used in the
previous works of [9] and [10] in which an analysis of highly
loaded stator blades can be found. Assuming a change in in-
cidence angle due to the periodic blockage, separation on the
stator blade will also change in size and intensity. In this case
a blowing of compressed air through slots has led to improve-
ments of the flow characteristic. Different forms of actuators
can be used for AFC, of which Cattafesta [11] provides an ex-
tensive overview. Following the works of Nerger [12] it is
summarized that AFC with steady blowing can enhance the
operating range of a compressor stator. Zander [13] eliminated
the separation on a compressor stator profile using side wall
actuation by means of pulsed air jets.

The peak losses of a highly loaded compressor stator are
caused by the corner vortices [14,15]. In an annular test rig the
pitch-to-chord ratio on the hub is smaller than at the tip which
causes even bigger losses due to the side wall interaction and
the corner separation. The mechanism of the formation of this
flow characteristics is described by Staats [16], applying AFC
by means of side wall blowing. It was found that the separation
on the blades SS could be delayed downstream with a simulta-
neous rise in static pressure.
The objective of the presented work was to perform experi-
mental studies on a highly loaded annular stator cascade us-
ing AFC to mitigate the influence of a periodic throttling. The
stator blades were actuated at the hub by means of blowing
compressed air on the SS in order to control the stability of the

flow at unsteady conditions. The disturbance of a simulated
PDE has already been analyzed by Steinberg [17,18] for a lin-
ear cascade regarding the pressure distribution and its dynamic
impact on the flow. Results with and without AFC are shown
to account for the detailed effects of the cascade flow.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were carried out in a low speed, open

circuit annular cascade at the chair for Aero Engines at the TU
Berlin. The annular wind tunnel was constructed and built as
part of the collaborative research center (CRC)1029 [19] for
investigations on the influences of periodic throttling induced
by a PDE. A schematic setup of the suction wind tunnel is
shown in Fig. 1. In an upstream position to the compressor
cascade 19 turbine blades are used as VIGVs providing a vari-
able incidence of i = ±10◦. These VIGVs accelerate and turn
the flow to 60◦ inflow condition to the stator blades.

Figure 2 depicts the geometric data and is complemented
by Table 1. At the design point (DP) with a Reynolds number
of Re = 6× 105 the cascade has a total mass flow of approxi-
mately ṁ = 6.4 kg/s.

TABLE 1: GEOMETRIC DATA OF THE ANNULAR TEST RIG

Name Parameter Value

VIGV blade count nVIGV 19

Stator blade count nS 15

Stator chord length cS 187.5 mm

Stator height hS 150 mm

Stator turning ∆β 60◦

Hub to tip ratio rh/rt 0.5

Pitch to chord ratio midspan t/c 0.5

De Haller v2/v1 0.5

Mach number Ma 0.15

A rotating bladed disc as shown in Fig. 3 provides means
of periodically throttling the compressor stator. The disc is sit-
uated at a distance of 0.71 ·cs downstream to the measurement
section. Each throttling blade of the disc covers about one sta-
tor passage. The throttling blades are installed as a pair on
opposite sides of the disc (marked in red as A and B in Fig.
3). One period, hereinafter denoted as a throttling event, is de-
fined by phase angles between 0◦ and 180◦, which is one half
of the discs rotation. Hence, an event takes place two times on
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FIGURE 1: Schematic of full annular test rig

FIGURE 2: VIGV and stator geometry
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FIGURE 3: Throttling disk

one full revolution of the bladed throttling disc. The passage
used for the measurements is fully blocked at an angle 150◦.
The throttling device is capable of reaching frequencies of up
to ft = 11.5 Hz corresponding to n = 1380 RPM. Considering
the Strouhal number

Sr =
ft · cs

v1
(1)

a maximum of Sr = 0.04 was reached. In scaled compressors
this results in throttling frequencies of up to approximately

ft = 210 Hz. Assuming that the stator inflow Mach number
is Ma = 0.7 and a blade chord length of c = 0.04 m is taken
into account. In the experiments two Strouhal numbers were
considered Sr = 0.01 and Sr = 0.04.
The compressor stator blades of the annular cascade are con-
trolled diffusion airfoils (CDA) which are scaled down from a
2D cascade initially presented by Hecklau [20]. These airfoils
where chosen as a basis for the conducted experiments due to
their known performance under similar experiments within the
CRC. For example, [3] used 2D cascade setups to conduct AFC
experiments with these blade profiles subjecting them to peri-
odic unsteady boundary conditions. A detailed description of
the wind tunnel can be found in [21].

The main flow through the stator blades passages is influ-
enced by blowing compressed air through slotted actuators at
the hub side. These actuators openings have a slot width of
10 mm and a height of 0.4 mm. Each blade is actuated and
three different actuator geometries are investigated, changing
the position xbl/cs and blowing angle αbl for each actuator set.
The actuator design (ACD) 1 and 3 have their slot position at
10% xbl/cs from the LE side. ACD 1 has a blowing angle of
15◦ based on a axial hub surface tangent while ACD 3 has a
blowing angle of 30◦. ACD 2 has a position of 5% xbl/cs from
the LE side and a blowing angle of 15◦.

FIGURE 4: Generic depiction of the actuator design used in this
study

Figure 4 illustrates a cross section of a generic ACD as it
was used in this study. The stator hub is designed with cut-outs
for the actuators to fit in. These cut-outs allow for a variable
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blowing position between 5% and 18% xbl/cs from LE.

MEASUREMENT SETUP
In addition to multicolored oil flow visualizations, mea-

surements using differential pressure sensors [First Sensor;
HDO-Type] with a calibrated pressure range of -50 to 50 mbar
were conducted. The pressure sensors have been used for wake
measurements and for measurements using static pressure taps
on a blade’s SS. The pressure signals were amplified using a 32
channel Dewetron instrumentation amplifier. Data recording
for the pressure measurements was realized using a NI-PCI-
6229 digitizer with 16 bit resolution, a sampling rate of 10 kHZ
and a measurement sampling time of 10 s for Strouhal number
Sr = 0.04 respectively 20 s for Sr = 0.01 per grid point. This
guarantees capturing at least 20 periods of the rotating throt-
tling device to allow proper phase averaging of the pressure
measurements even at the smallest Strouhal number. The flow
at the inlet and in the wake of one stator passage was measured
with a miniature five-hole probe being 3 mm in diameter.
In order to get a detailed pressure distribution and velocity pro-
file, the five-hole probe was traversed to 300 points in a cir-
cumferential based polar grid, measuring mean values at each
location. The grid has 20 equidistant radial lines. On each
radial line grid points are distributed equidistantly along the
circumference. The radial line at hub side holds 10 points
while the radial line at tip side holds 20 points. The static
pressure distribution was measured using a traversable com-
pressor blade, having 24 static pressure taps equidistantly dis-
tributed on the blades SS. The spanwise uniform blade was tra-
versed in z-direction along its stacking line in 99 equidistant
steps covering the static pressure distribution on the SS from
tip to hub. The mass flow used for the AFC was controlled us-
ing mass flow meter [Festo - SFAB-1000U-HQ12-2SV-M12]
and a proportional directional valve [Festo - MPYE-5-3/8-010-
B], assuring a constant and steady blowing over the measure-
ment time and pulsing frequency. A fast-switching solenoid
valve [Festo - MHE2-MS1H-3/2G-M7-K] was connected to
each actuator downstream to a central pressure tank within the
hub which was supplied from the outside of the wind tunnel
by pressure supply lines routed through the stator blades. This
setup allows for a convenient control by means of mass flow or
pressure regulation, however this paper will focus on the mass
flow controlled blowing. Furthermore small deviations in the
pressure supply can be individually adjusted for each actuator
by small ball valves to ensure equal mass flows through each
of the actuator slot.

RESULTS
The following section discusses oil-flow visualizations

displaying flow quality magnitudes on the stator blades under
investigation. These visualizations of the flow field provide
accuracy checks and additional understanding of the underly-
ing flow physics. Suction sided static pressure measurements
are presented, discussing results from actuated and steady AFC
experiments. Subsequently, five-hole probe pressure measure-
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FIGURE 5: Oil Visualization on the SS of the reference compressor
blade without actuation

ments in the wake of the stator blades are discussed and evalu-
ated to visualize the flow characteristics for one passage.

OIL FLOW VISUALIZATION
First of all, an analysis of the impact of the actuation will

be presented using oil-flow visualization on one compressor
stator blade. The flow phenomena which are most character-
istic for the 3D separation in the investigated compressor pas-
sage are to be found on the SS. Thus, in the following only
results on the SS are shown. The SS of a blade was painted
with a green oil-color while the pressure side was painted with
a red oil-color. The investigations were conducted without the
rotating throttling device as there is no way to get meaningful
results of an unsteady flow on a blades surface via oil-flow vi-
sualization techniques. Consequently, the main focus will be
on the effects of the specific actuator geometries to the SS at
constant and at pulsed blowing conditions. In Fig. 5 the re-
sults for one of the conducted experiments is presented where
a constant blowing of 500 standard liters per minute (SLPM)
with ACD 1 was used.

For the high turning blade under investigation, it was
shown by [21], that a huge corner separation occurs without ac-
tuation on the SS having its origin in a corner vortex at the hub
near the leading edge (see 5). It can clearly be seen by the in-
duced streaklines in Fig. 5b that the attached flow is diverted in
tip direction, where only a small area of attached flow reaches
the trailing edge (TE) between the hub-sided and tip-sided sep-
aration. Within the corner separation an area of reversed flow
can be observed where oil is moving in axial direction from the
pressure side around the TE onto the SS. Investigations with
three different blowing mass flows, being 250, 500 and 1000
SLPM, were conducted. Where, 250 SLPM is approximately
0.08%, 500 SLPM is approximately 0.17% and 1000 SLPM
is approximately 0.34% of the cascade inlet mass flow. From
these oil flow visualizations, the separation lines forming at a
constant blowing operation of ACD 3 are depicted in Figure
6. These separation lines are marked by the convergence of
neighboring streaklines and have been highlighted.

The influence of the different mass flows cause a minor
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FIGURE 6: Separation lines of the oil-flow visualization for ACD 03

change in the shape of the separation lines. The area of at-
tached flow at the TE grows in size as more mass flow is in-
troduced into the passage through the actuator. One may as-
sume, that the dimension of the hub-sided corner separation
is reduced. However, using this method only the impact on
the SS can be determined. A global change of size or form
of the separation reaching into the passage between the stators
can not be observed. Taking the blade height in relation to the
height of the attached flow at the TE, a value of approximately
7.4% can be found for the oil visualization of the reference
blade without any blowing. An evaluation of each separation
line at the TE is provided in Fig. 6 yielding sizes of 7.6%
for m250SLPM, 9.1% for m500SLPM and 10.7% of the blade
height at m1000SLPM. These values indicate poor to no posi-
tive change applying the smallest blowing mass flow, whereas
500 SLPM show an increase of 1.7% with respect to the ref-
erence case. Applying the maximum mass flow the attached
area increases up to 3.3% but did not scale linear compared to
m500SLPM. Hence, the following investigations were focused
on a blowing mass flow of 500 SLPM for the different ACDs
because this value seems to be the most promising ratio be-
tween additional input energy and positive flow effects. Pulsed
outflow of compressed air has been investigated in addition to
the constant blowing. Four different pulsing frequencies of
10Hz, 20Hz, 40Hz and 80Hz with a duty cycle of 0.5 were in-
vestigated. Investigations presented by Staats et.al. [22] using
the same profile showed promising results in this frequency
regime. At these frequencies an averaged mass flow of 500
SLPM was automatically adjusted with the help of a mass flow
control algorithm.

Fig. 7 shows the percentage of the blade height of attached
flow at the TE for the reference (ref) and the three actuator ge-
ometries. Additionally, the case of constant blowing (stat) and
the flow without AFC (Reference) is shown in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that blowing air out from the hub side onto the SS causes
positive effects in most cases. Different actuation frequencies
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FIGURE 7: Percentage of attached flow compared to blade height hs
at the TE

have a differing impact on the flow with respect to a specific ac-
tuator geometry. The largest benefit was observed using ACD 3
at 10Hz. The ACD 3 provides the steepest blowing angle to the
SS compared to the other designs. Based on the analysis of the
oil-flow visualizations it can be assumed that ACD 3 shows an
advantage when compared to the other geometries. However,
in regard to the previous investigations that were conducted
under steady conditions it cannot be determined that unsteady
boundary conditions lead to similar results.

SUCTION SIDE PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Investigations on the impact of the periodic throttling and

actuation were conducted with static pressure measurements
on the SS of the compressor blade. A traversable blade with 24
pressure taps, lined up from LE to TE, was used, allowing an
assessment of the whole SS.

Figure 8 shows the static pressure coefficient cp distribu-
tion plotted on the SS surface of the stator profile, where

cp =
p2 − p1

pt,1 − p1
. (2)

At the LE the stagnation line with high cp values can be lo-
cated, followed by the common acceleration with a suction
peak. Further downstream into TE direction, the flow is decel-
erated and cp rises again. In the area of the hub at the LE the
stagnation of the flow is missing because the incoming bound-
ary layer in that area is already detached which also leads to
a smaller acceleration. The shape of the iso lines — which
represent lines of constant static pressure — correspond well
with the oil-flow visualizations. As can be seen by the areas of
reversed flow, the flow is redirected to the tip as a result of the
huge corner separation (see Fig. 5b). Due to the blockage of
the separation in the whole passage, the flow cannot decelerate
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FIGURE 8: Static pressure coefficient cp distribution on the SS

much in the area of attached flow at the TE. Therefore no static
pressure rise with respect to the inlet occurs on the SS in that
region. Nevertheless, a positive cp can be seen at the hub at the
LE despite of the corner separation.

SP

TE

FIGURE 9: Oil-flow visualization of the hub at TE

Fig. 9 reveals the origin of this pressure rise using an oil
flow visualization section of the blue painted hub at steady
conditions. Next to the SS a separation line on the hub can
be seen proceeding downstream to the TE where a stagnation
point (SP) can be found. This local phenomena produces a
area of low kinetic energy and therefore a higher static pres-
sure which can be recognized in the cp-distribution on the SS.

In Fig. 10 the minima and maxima of the two Strouhal
numbers (Sr) represent the biggest and smallest effect of the
throttling device on the SS pressure coefficient. In this figure,
cp is mass-averaged for the whole SS for a specific throttling
disk position and calculated 180 times for one throttling event.
Hence, both distributions for each Strouhal number represent
the minimum (low loading - LL) and maximum (high loading
- HL) from these averaged cp values. It can be seen that the
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FIGURE 10: Averaged cp distribution over chord length

minima and maxima are situated below and above the refer-
ence value of the steady cp distribution respectively. Only a
small difference between Sr = 0.01 and Sr = 0.04 can be ob-
served at LL-conditions due to the rotating disk. However, the
static pressure at the TE is lower for both cases (Sr = 0.01
and Sr = 0.04) when compared to the reference case. At the
point of high loading a clear deviation can be observed from
low to high throttling frequencies ft , whereas for Sr = 0.01 the
biggest static pressure gain is observed at the TE.
Fig. 11 depicting the two-dimensional cp distribution on the
SS shows an increase in static pressure at the TE for Sr = 0.01
in the upper left image when compared to the lower left. In the
case of the higher Strouhal number in the upper right a minor
rise in cp can also be observed. At low loading conditions both
surface cp distributions show no significant difference. It may
hence be concluded, that the flow conditions on the SS are in-
dependent from the throttling frequency when the effect of the
rotation disc onto the blade passage is at a lower loading. The
behavior of the surface averaged static pressure coefficient as
a function of the throttling disc position is illustrated in Fig-
ure 12 for both investigated Stouhal numbers. Additionally,
the curves for the case with an actuation of 500 SLPM using
ACD 1 are presented and may be considered as a high load-
ing case. On the basis of these values, the described throttling
positions of the low loading and high loading cases can be de-
termined. The minimum cp values are comparable between
both frequencies without actuation and the much higher static
pressure coefficient for Sr = 0.01 at HL.

In general, a phase angle of about 150◦ describes the po-
sition when the upstream passage used for the measurements
is blocked at its maximum by the throttling disc. Depending
on the rotational speed of the chocking disc the peak values of
the cp curves differ in their corresponding throttling positions.
For Sr = 0.01 the highest cp value appears shortly after the
passage was blocked at its maximum, whereas at Sr = 0.04 the
maximum is achieved later. This shift in phase angle originates
from the interaction between rotational speed of the throttling
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tion.

disk, the flow velocity and the distance to the blade for the up-
stream moving pressure information. At low frequencies the
maximum stagnation in the passage occurs at a time where the
throttling disc could not move much with respect to the pas-
sage, whereas for Sr = 0.04 the disc has moved further in the
same time. Because the increased rotational speed, the effec-
tive range is smaller and shorter in time, explaining the only
smooth stagnation compared to Sr = 0.01 and the smaller cp
value. The lines of static pressure coefficient with actuation
depicted in Fig. 12 show a nearly unaffected trend in shape but
are shifted to higher coefficients.

Fig.13 is another depiction showing the actuation influ-
ence on the radial-averaged cp distribution on the SS. The lines

of throttling positions under high loading are compared to each
other, because it was seen in the surface plots, that the LL-case
show nearly no difference at all. The permanent increase of the
pressure coefficient from the suction peak until the TE occurs
and coincides with the surface averaged values.
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FIGURE 13: Averaged cp distribution over chord length with actua-
tion

Surface plots of the cp distribution with the maximum and
minimum loading at a constant blowing of 500 SLPM using
ACD 1 are illustrated in Fig. 14 for both investigated Strouhal
numbers. Near the hub, at the position of the suction peak,
the influence of the actuation can clearly be seen by an area
of higher pressure rise extending into the suction peak. Both
throttling frequencies are affected the most at high loading
which can be seen for Sr = 0.01 in the upper left and Sr = 0.04
in the upper right figure. The static pressure coefficient cp rises
over the SS compared to Fig. 11 but it can be assumed that the
static pressure rise at the TE at LL condition is larger for both
investigated Strouhal numbers. It can be concluded that the in-
fluence of the actuation of a specific actuator differs from one
throttling frequency and/or condition to another.

The averaged static pressure coefficients of the SS for con-
stant and pulsed blowing are shown in Fig. 15 with Sr = 0.01
on the left and Sr = 0.04 on the right side. It can be seen
that the actuation leads to a static pressure gain in both cases
when compared to the reference case. Higher frequencies
were tested for Sr = 0.04 because the throttling event itself is
of a higher frequency order. Pulsed blowing with 500 SLPM
does not lead to any benefits compared to the constant blowing
cases and a decrease in cp is observed for most of the cases.
It is noteworthy, that for all throttling frequencies the ACD 1
performs best in static pressure rise, whereas only ACD 3 at
Sr = 0.01 is able to nearly achieve similar values. ACD 2 —
the only design with a more upstream blowing position —
proves to be disadvantageous in terms of blowing position for
both investigated Strouhal numbers. As the beginning of the
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FIGURE 14: Averaged cp distribution on the SS with actuation

onset of the corner separation is downstream of this blowing
position not much influence is to be expected. The variation
in blowing angle of ACD 1 and 3 shows that a flat outflow of
the compressed air has a greater affect on the separation at the
hub, whereas the dependency on the blowing angle rises for
higher throttling frequencies.
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Pressure measurements in the wake of the stator cascade
at 60% chord length downstream of the TE enable a complete
view of the flow conditions of the passage.

Fig. 16 shows the static pressure coefficient with regard
to the throttling position for the reference case and the ac-
tuated case. For both Strouhal numbers it can be seen that
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FIGURE 16: Averaged cp distribution in the wake over throttling po-
sition

the rise in cp takes place at the maximum blockage condi-
tion where the flow velocity is decelerated the most. It has
been found with the SS measurements that the pressure rise is
higher for low throttling frequencies as when compared to the
high ones. The actuation benefits the rise of cp for all block-
age positions whereas the percentage of increase is higher for
Sr = 0.04 compared to Sr = 0.01. This increase fluctuates at
small Strouhal numbers between 22% at low loading and 7%
at high loading cases. However, at high blockage frequencies
the minimum in static pressure coefficient is 14% at LL and
up to 24% at HL conditions – shortly ahead of the maximum
throttling position. These values are higher than for Sr = 0.01
and illustrate once more that the actuation has a quite different
impact regarding changes in the unsteady flow conditions.
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FIGURE 17: Averaged ω distribution over throttling position
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The mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient distribu-
tion over the chord length under periodic throttling is shown in
Fig. 17. As presented in equation 3 the mass-averaged total
pressure loss coefficient ωkorr, hereinafter denoted as loss co-
efficient, is corrected with respect to the mass flow introduced
by the actuator.

ωkorr = (
pt,1 − pt2

pt,1 − p1
)+(

pt,act − pt,2

pt,1 − p1
) · ( ṁact

ṁ
). (3)

Fig. 17 illustrates the corrected loss coefficient over the throt-
tling position for ACD 1 with a constant blowing of 500 SLPM.
A rise in ω occurs for both Strouhal numbers but in the area of
high loading of Sr = 0.01 the loss coefficient has a peak with
an increase of 29% whereas at low loading only 17% higher
values occur. At the high throttling frequency the increase is
steady over throttling position regarding the reference case and
therefore independent of the position of the rotating disc. The
minima and maxima in the rise of ω are 13.5% respectively
16% which means they are clearly below Sr = 0.01.

An overview of the loss coefficient in the passage wake
is provided with Fig.18 and shows the maxmimum and min-
imum loading for Sr = 0.01 without actuation. An area with
high losses in the wake has its origin in the corner separation
and the following mixing between the TE and the measurement
plane. This was already visible in the oil-flow visualizations
and the SS pressure distribution measurements. The compar-
ison between LL (left) and HL (right) provides depictions of
increasing ω and the constriction of the passage flow due to
the extension of the separation dimensions. This may also be
noticed through the area of lower loss values which is smaller
in the right wake plane and which is additionally influenced by
a developing separation at the tip.

In order to sum up the wake measurements the averaged
static pressure and the loss coefficient with the influence of
constant and pulsed blowing for both Strouhal numbers will
be analyzed and compared. Fig. 19 presents cp for different
actuation cases in relation to the reference without blowing.
As it was already shown with the suction sided measurements
ACD 1 dominates the increase of cp for both blockage frequen-
cies. However, the pulsed actuation is not always capable of
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FIGURE 19: Averaged cp values of the wake for all cases
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FIGURE 20: Averaged ω values of the wake for all cases

having an impact on the large areas of separated flow on SS
and thus on the pressure coefficient. In the experiments only
a steady blowing at throttling frequencies ft corresponding to
Sr = 0.01 and Sr = 0.04 with actuator 1 and 2 produced an no-
ticeable increase to the pressure coefficient. Analyzing ω has
to be done with a corrected loss coefficient because with the
active method of blowing, additional energy is brought into
the flow which may not be neglected (see Eq. 3). Therefor the
corrected ω is presented in Fig. 20 for all cases.

As it was summarized by the analysis of the throttling po-
sition, the actuation produces an increase in loss coefficient for
all cases while the constant blowing has the lowest increase in
ω . At Sr = 0.01, ACD 1 seems to be the most beneficial ge-
ometry because of the high cp rise and the smallest increase in
loss coefficient compared to the other cases. The same conclu-
sion can be applied to Sr = 0.04 where the static pressure rise
is even higher and the rise in ω smaller as for the low throttling
frequency.
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The presented wake measurements show that the effect

of throttling leads to different changes in the whole passage
where the SS measurement and the oil visualization can only
represent a part of the observed phenomena. Nevertheless, the
results are a good hint and provide evidence of the passage flow
behavior and cascade performance under unsteady conditions.
It can be concluded, that the lower the throttling frequency,
the more affected is the static pressure rise / coefficient on the
SS and in the wake. The different ACD show qualitatively no
difference in the wake regarding the effects related to the throt-
tling frequencies. In contrast, the SS shows significant differ-
ences regarding the influence on passage flow. However, ACD
1 has proven to be the most reasonable choice with regard to
each of the presented analysis.

Measurements have shown that the highly loaded com-
pressor cascade has significant losses in an annular configu-
ration. The hub-sided corner separation dominates the passage
between the blades and is amplified by the periodic throttling.
For the investigated profile it was shown that using actuation
at the hub exclusively, cannot improve the flow conditions in
order to be efficient over wide operating range. As a conse-
quence, further investigations will focus on a less loaded CDA
profile with 42◦ turning. It is expected that this will reduce the
secondary flow structures in the flow passage leveraging the
effects of applied AFC. Using AFC on the less loaded profile
will increase the static pressure rise more than compared to the
higher turning blade presented in this study. This is to be ex-
pected as a more controllable separation phenomena is existent
in a compressor blade passage using less loaded profiles. Fur-
thermore, the cylindrical 42◦ blade will be optimized for the
annular flow with inflow conditions matching a generic rotor
wake. These works are executed to prepare the wind tunnel for
future investigations on a complete compressor stage. Inves-
tigations with constant and pulsed blowing will be conducted
with the optimized stator using new actuator geometry design
adjusted for the changes in the secondary flow structures.
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NOMENCLATURE
cp static pressure rise
c chord length
ft throttling frequency
h height
i incidence
ṁ mass flow
Ma Mach number

n number / count
nl standard liter
p pressure
q dynamic pressure ρ/2 · v2

r radius
Re Reynolds number ρ · v · c/µ

Sr Strouhal number f · c/v
t pitch
Tu turbulence intensity
v velocity
x,y,z coordinates / directions

Greek
α blowing angle
β turning angle
µ dynamic viscosity
ρ density
ω massflow-averaged total pressure loss coefficient

Subscripts
bl blowing
h hub
max maximum
s stator
t tip

Abbreviations
2D two-dimensional
3D three-dimensional
ACD Actuator design geometry
Act Actuator
AFC Active Flow Control
CDA Controlled Diffusion Airfoil
CRC Collaboration Research Center
DP Design Point
HL high loading case
LE Leading Edge
LL low loading case
MAX Maximum
MIN Minimum
NI National Instruments
PS Pressure Side
PDE Pulse Detonation Engine
REF reference
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
SLPM Standard liter per minute
SP Stagnation point
SS Suction Side
TE Trailing edge
VIGV Variable Inlet Guide Vane
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